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Abstract. Essential progress has been made in understanding the links between energy and particle transport and 
plasma turbulence behavior in T-10 plasma with electron cyclotron heating (ECH). High-density plasmas with 
the energy confinement time that attains the H-mode scaling predictions have been obtained with gas puffing and 
ECH. Interplay between evolution of the plasma confinement with density and turbulence properties related to 
ion temperature gradient and trapped electron modes has been studied. Degradation of the energy confinement 
with an increase of ECH power coincides with the growth of the turbulence level in the low magnetic field side, 
while it has been found to be almost unchanged in the high magnetic field side. Successive deuterium pellet 
injection can result in improvement of the energy confinement over the H-mode scaling predictions. Formation 
of electron internal transport barrier has been observed during the current ramp-up phase with ECH. 
Experimental study of sawtooth control by electron cyclotron current drive near q=1 surface has been performed 
and the optimal profile of the driven current has been found.  
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
The primary objective of T-10 experimental program is to explore and understand the physics 
of confinement and stability in plasmas with powerful electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and 
current drive (ECCD). Confinement studies with ECH address physics that governs plasma 
transport under the conditions when the main heating power is transfered to the electron 
component that is character of the reactor plasma with α-heating. Feasibility to control the 
location and the radial width of power deposition region makes ECH/ECCD a powerful tool 
for safety factor (q) profile control, allowing us to address issues in physics of ITB formation 
and MHD stability. 
 
T-10 is a tokamak with circular cross-section (major radius R0=1.5m, minor radius a=0.3m) 
which is operated with toroidal field Bt≤3T and plasma current Ip≤0.45МА. The characteristic 
feature of T-10 tokamak is the dominant electron heating provided by the ECH system. At 
present, ECH system consists of five gyrotrons with total heating power up to 2.5MW: 
1.2MW at 130GHz and 1.3MW at 140GHz (second electron cyclotron harmonic, low field 
side injection, extraordinary wave mode). ECH system provides highly localized power 
deposition (minimum width of power absorption profile is ≈2% of the minor radius, power 
density up to 25W/cm3 is achievable). The cut-off density is ncut-off=1.2*1020m-3 for power 
injection that is perpendicular to the tokamak magnetic axis. The value of the driven current 
in T-10 experiments in the case of EC power injection at an angle to the major radius was 
found to be close to the linear theory predictions with the maximum ECCD efficiency 
ηCD=Ipne20R/PECH=0.013AW-1m-2 for EC second harmonic. 
 
This paper concentrates on the main recent results on interplay between energy and particle 
confinement and plasma turbulence behavior in T-10 plasma (Section 2), on improvement of 
the energy confinement due to successive deuterium pellet injection and effects concerned 
with pellet penetration in plasma (Section 3), on internal transport barrier formation during 
the current ramp-up with ECH (Section 4) and on studies of sawtooth control by ECCD 
(Section 5). 
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2. Confinement and turbulence studies 
 
Essential progress has been made in understanding the links between energy and particle 
transport and plasma turbulence properties. The energy confinement time τE increases with 
plasma density en almost linearly up to en ≤0.6nGw in T-10 L-mode regimes with gas puffing. 
The τE growth saturates at higher densities ((Fig. 1(a)). Nevertheless, the τE values exceed L-
mode scaling (ITER L-96 [1]) predictions ((Fig. 1(c)) and attains the H-mode scaling 
(IPB98(y,2) [1]) predictions ((Fig. 1(d)) at en >0.6nGw. We note, that L- and H-mode scaling 
predictions are similar for the conditions of the experiment in T-10 (τEH/τEL 
≈2.44*Bt

0.12(T)*R0.14(m)*A-0.64, A=R/a=5). Transport analysis of experimental data shows 
that the confinement saturation at high densities results from a decrease of energy stored in 
electron component (Fig. 1(b)) that cannot be explained only by a combined effect of an 
increase of the energy transferred from electrons to ions and an increase of the radiated 
power [2].  
 
An increase of the density peaking factor with plasma density en  has been observed both in 
OH and ECH regimes (Fig.2a). This corresponds to an increased density peaking with 
growing collisionality factor (νeff=νei/ωDe, where ωDe is the curvature drift frequency) 
(Fig.2b). We note that the ratio of electron temperature to ion temperature (Te/Ti) ratio 
changes from 10 at low densities ( en ≈0.2nGw) to 2 at high densities ( en ≈nGw) for the operating 
conditions of the experiment. The phenomenon of density pumpout (flattening of the density 
profile with an increase of power transmitted to electron component) has been observed in all 
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FIG. 1.  (a) Energy 
confinement time τE; (b), total 
(Wtot,) electron (We), and ion 
(Wi) stored energies (c),(d) 
enhancement factors HL=τE/τL-96 
and HH=τE/τIPB98(y,2) versus 
plasma density (Ip=200kA, 
Bt=2.5T, PECH=0.9MW). 
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range of collisionalities investigated (see also Ref. [3]) (It is worth noticing reduction of 
density peaking factor in the L-mode with respect to OH shown in Fig. 2).  
 
Analysis of the drift turbulence stability has been made to estimate possible turbulence 
contribution to the energy and particle transport in T-10. According to calculations by linear 
electrostatic code KINEZERO [4] both trapped electron mode (TEM) and ion temperature 
gradient (ITG) mode exist in the low density region ( en ≤0.6nGw) in the L-mode plasma. 
According to calculations by RITM code [5] for the high density region, analytical estimation 
of the turbulence growth rates and contribution of the different turbulence types to plasma 
transport [6] TEM mode dominates in the whole range of densities, while ITG mode was 
found to be stable or close to the stability margin for   en >0.6nGw. The ETG mode is predicted 
to be unstable in the region of the energy confinement saturation and possibly contributes to 
the increase of electron energy losses at high densities. Density peaking at low collisionalities 
observed in ASDEX-U [7] has been explained with the anomalous inward pinch considered in 
the framework of the ITG/TEM model for the case of ITG domination. Domination of TEM 
looks to be the possible reason for the lack of the density peaking at low collisionalities in T-
10 experiments. We note, that the loop voltage increases with collisionality in these 
experiments (from 0.4V to 1.2V) and the increased contribution of the Ware pinch into an 
inward particle transport can be expected. Domination of TEM looks to be consistent also 
with the observation of the density pumpout in the whole range of collisionalities. Thus, an 
increase of power transferred to electron component due to ECH can result in TEM drive that 
is able to give rise to an outward particle flux [8].  
 
Particle transport was studied using KCl and Ti pellet injection and perturbative technique of 
fast deuterium gas puffing [9]. The impurity transport was analyzed by means of X-ray crystal 
monochromator [10]. Characteristic times of deuterium and impurity dynamics have been 
found to be comparable with the τE values and have the same density and ECH power 
tendencies in OH and L-mode plasma. Degradation of characteristic time of titanium impurity 
dynamics and the energy confinement time with increasing ECH power is illustrated in Fig.3. 
These experimental observations may suggest the dominant role of turbulence convection 

FIG. 2.  Density peaking factor (ratio of 
line integrated densities nl(0.15a)/nl(0.8a))
for OH and L-mode plasma vs (a) plasma 
density (b) effective collisionality 
(Ip=200kA, Bt=2.5T, PECH=0.9MW). 
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both in ion and electron channels. It should be noted that τE values have been obtained in 
steady state, while characteristic particle times were derived roughly from dynamical 
experiments.  
 
According to classification of the turbulence fluctuation types measured using correlation 
reflectometry and Langmuir probes five components in the turbulence spectrum are possible 
to distinguish in T-10 plasma [12]. The core spectrum includes background Broad Band (BB) 
fluctuations, High Frequency (HF) and Low Frequency (LF) Quasi Coherent (QC) spectral 
maxima (typically at frequencies 70-120kHz and 150-200kHz respectively) and Low 
Frequency (LF) peak in the region of zero frequency (Fig. 4). SOL fluctuations have a single 
spectral maximum at zero frequency. Besides that, analysis of Langmuir probe data shows 
that high density structures with radial size 0.5-3cm and poloidal size 2-3cm are formed and 
propagates in radial and poloidal directions in SOL [13]. The observed high density structures 
can be responsible for more than 50% of the total radial turbulent flux in SOL. 
 
Experimental data are found to be consistent with the hypothesis, that the origin of LF and HF 
QC is ITG and TEM instabilities respectively. Good agreement was found between radial 
locations of LF and HF QC fluctuations and radial locations predicted for of ITG and TEM 
instabilities correspondingly [12]. The k⊥×ρi values approach 0.3 for LF QC and 0.7 for HF 
QC, that is close to theoretical predictions for ITG and TEM. According to the data from 
T-10, TEXTOR and FTU the value of k⊥×ρi for LF QC in core regions was found to be 
independent on toroidal field in the range from 1.5 to 8T [14] that is consistent with 
theoretical predictions for the ITG mode. A possible reason for QC fluctuations is helical 
fingers formation due to toroidal mode coupling [15]. The BB activity can be attributed to the 
stochastic excitation of single modes. Thus, QC fluctuations possibly indicate a type of the 
instability that dominates in BB.  It is also worth noting that LF fluctuations could be related 
to “streamers” due to its long radial correlation lengths with zero phase shift.  
 
Tendency of the transformation of a turbulence spectrum with characteristic LF QC peak to a 
spectrum with characteristic HF QC peak with density increase has been observed both for 
OH and L-mode plasma. The peak related to low LF QC fluctuations is seen on the frequency 
spectra at low densities (Fig. 4). The LF QC related peak decreases at higher densities and the 
peak related to HF QC arises. LF QC fluctuations completely vanish at densities where 
confinement growth saturates. Relative QC maxima decrease at high ECH power that is seen 
in the bottom panels of Fig. 4. In spite of a decrease of QC maxima with ECH these 
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fluctuations are clearly distinguishable due to coherency measurements.  The total turbulence 
level increases significantly due to ECH power injection that is the typical feature of the 
confinement degradation in the L-mode.  This could occur due to the transition of the 
turbulence from the linear or quasi-linear regime, to the strong non-linear stage, where all the 
linear features are concealed. 
 
Thus, general good agreement between the hypothesis that LF and HF QC peaks indicate 
existence of ITG and TEM in plasma correspondingly and tendencies of the turbulence 
stability in the calculations has been found. The response of the LF QC fluctuations to the 
density peaking looks to be consistent with ITG stabilization with an increase of the density 
gradient. ITG mode was found to be stable in RITM calculations, while LF QC completely 
vanishes in the high density region. Existence of TEM in the region where the τE growth 
saturates correlates with the observations of characteristic HF QC peak. However, domination 
of TEM in the energy transport in the low density region observed in the calculations looks as 
a contradiction with the lack of HF QC peak at low densities.   
 
Evolution of plasma turbulence across the major radius with ECH power injection has been 
investigated [9] with the recently installed HFS extraordinary wave mode reflectometry 
system [16] and LFS ordinary mode reflectometry system [12]. Strong asymmetry in the 
amplitude of the density fluctuations has been found in OH. (The amplitude of the density 
fluctuations in the LFS has been found to be higher than the amplitude in the HFS by a factor 
of 2-3.) However, typical spectrum components have been observed in the HFS. Surprisingly, 
the changes of the turbulence amplitude in the HFS have been found to be negligible with 
ECH power injection, while it increases strongly in the LFS (Fig. 5).  The amplitude of the 
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FIG. 5. Radial profile of 
relative electron density 
perturbations amplitude in 
OH and ECH discharges 
with Ip = 300 кА, 
BT = 2.45Т, 

en  = 3×1019cм-3, 
PECH=1.5 MW. 

turbulence in the LFS increases mostly due to BB oscillations, while the contrast of the QC 
peaks decreases with ECH power injection.  
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3. Pellet injection effects 
 
Successive deuterium pellet injection in low edge safety factor regimes (qa≈2.5) results in an 
improvement of energy confinement with respect to its “saturated” level of gas puffing 
regimes (Fig. 6) [17]. The regimes with the pellet injection are characterized by essentially 
increased density peaking factor with respect to the gas puffing regimes, increased neutron 
yield and Ti(0). Confinement enhancement HH=τE/τIPB98(y,2) factor attains HH=1.3 with 
successive injection of five pellets (the maximum number of pellets available). The pellets 
were injected from the LFS.  The regimes with the highest τE values obtained with injection 
of 4-5 pellets have the characteristic features of pellet enhanced confinement (PEC) mode 
reported earlier [18]. (The PEC mode was observed with injection of a single pellet in plasma 
with relatively low density ( en ≈0.3nGw) in a few shots with improved wall conditioning.) The 
observed improvement of confinement with deuterium pellet injection was found to be 
reduced with an increase of the edge safety factor.  
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FIG. 6.  Energy confinement time τE 
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Processes of fast particle and energy transport initiated by deuterium or impurity pellet are 
under study [19]. Local regions where the velocity of cooling fronts formed by pellets 
(measured by ECE diagnostic) considerably exceeds the pellet velocity have been observed 
(Fig. 7). These regions correlate well with bursts/drops of the pellet ablation rate. Threshold 
effect of pellet size has been observed for these phenomena. Sawtooth reconnection event 
triggered by a pellet crossing the q=1 surface region that assists and accelerates particle 
penetration into plasma center has been observed both with deuterium and impurity pellet 
injection. This sawtooth reconnection event corresponds to the region of the cooling wave 
acceleration in the central part of the plasma column. Hypothesis, that regions of the cooling 
wave acceleration and decreased pellet ablation are concerned with MHD reconnections in the 
outer part of plasma has been proposed in Ref. [19]. 

4. Electron internal transport barrier formation with ECH during current ramp-up 

Formation of electron internal transport barrier (ITB) has been observed during the current 
ramp-up phase with ECH applied for “freezing” the safety factor profile (q(r)) [20]. 
Application of ECH during the current ramp-up phase can result in considerable transient 
increase of electron temperature in the central part of plasma (r/a<0.35) in the current flat-top 
over its value in the conventional T-10 L-mode with similar parameters. Traces of central 
electron temperature (Te(0)) (from second harmonic electron cyclotron emission diagnostic 
(ECE)) for T-10 L-mode shot (ECH at the current flat-top) and for a shot with the same  
plasma parameters and ECH applied in the current ramp-up phase are shown on Fig. 8. 
Differences of the density profiles for these two shots are inside experimental accuracy. 
Electron ITB is formed in the region 0.1<r/a<0.35 in the shot with early ECH. This region 
with increased (with respect to the L-mode value) Te gradient, ρTe=ρs/LTe value (ρs is the local 

FIG. 7.  The ratio of the cooling front 
velocity to the pellet velocity (γ) and IcII
pellet radiation power (that is proportional 
to the ablation rate) for carbon pellets with 
sizes d=0.2mm, 0.3mm and 0.62mm. 
(Ip=270kA, Bt=2.4T, en =2*1013cm-3). 
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ion Larmor radius at the speed of sound, LTe is the electron temperature gradient scale length), 
that can be used to characterize the ITB quality [21], and decreased effective electron thermal 
conductivity (χeff) obtained by interpretative calculations [20] by ASTRA transport code [22] 
exists in plasma until m=1/n=1 activity starts (Fig. 9).  

Evolution of q(r) profile in the shot with ECH during the current ramp-up phase has been 
simulated using ASTRA code. According to the simulation the ITB is formed in the 
conditions of nonmonotonic q(r) with qmin>3. As it is seen on Fig. 8 an MHD onset that 
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correlates with ITB deterioration occurs when qmin crosses a low order rational value. ITB 
disappears when qmin value falls below unity and magnetic shear becomes positive across the 
minor radius. 
 
Analysis of drift turbulence stability in plasmas with the ITB formation has been performed 
[23] using linear electrostatic code KINEZERO [4]. The long wavelength turbulence (TEM, 
ITG) was found to be stable inside r/a<0.35 (position of the ITB foot) in the early stage of 
discharge when qmin >2, and its increment was found to be strongly reduced with respect to 
the L-mode level during the last stage of the ITB existence. According to the calculations 
short wavelength turbulence (ETG) is stable in the whole range of the parameters 
investigated.  Analysis of the turbulence stability allows us to suppose that stabilizing 
influence of the reversed shear is the key ingredient in the process of the ITB formation in the 
experiment with ECH during current ramp-up. It is worth noting that ITBs events (abrupt 
nonlocal reduction of transport) observed after off-axis ECH switch-off are also under 
investigation [24]. These ITB events are possibly involved by transient formation of low 
magnetic shear regions during evolution of safety factor profile after off-axis ECH switch-off. 
The role of low-order rational surfaces in ITB formation is discussed in Ref. [3]. 
 
5. Sawtooth control by ECCD 
 
Electron cyclotron heating and current drive can be considered as a possible technique for 
sawtooth control in ITER [25]. Experimental study of sawtooth control by ECH and ECCD 
has been performed for better understanding the physical nature of its influence on sawtooth 
stability and for optimization of the power usage. In contrast to experiments  with sawtooth 
suppression by ECCD due to a global redistribution of the current profile in the central part of 
the plasma column reported earlier [26] the recent experiments have been performed with 
ECH power deposition in a narrow zone (wECH≈(0.03-0.06)a) near q=1 surface. The plasma 
column was swept across the major radius during the ECH pulse (PECH=0.4MW) in order to 
obtain the dependence of the sawtooth period on the location of the power deposition profile 
with respect to q=1 surface. (ECH power was deposited in the HFS of the torus.) 
Dependencies obtained with this technique have been found to be in a good agreement with 
dependencies obtained in shot to shot variation of Bt.  
 
Considerable stabilizing effect (sawtooth period increases by a factor of up to 9 with respect 
to OH value) has been observed when the current driven in the direction of the plasma current 
due to ECH power injection (co-ECCD) is localized in a narrow region near q=1 surface (Fig. 
10a). It is worth noting that the profile of the driven current (jcd(r)) calculated by Fokker-
Plank code OGRAY [27] was found to be considerably wider than the region where ECCD 
strongly affects sawtooth activity. The width of jcd(r) profile under the conditions of the 
experiment is comparable with an accuracy of its location with respect to q=1 surface. Thus, 
in contrast to ASDEX-U experiments [28] we cannot determine whether the optimum location 
of jcd(r) is at q=1 surface or slightly outside it. ECCD in the direction opposite to plasma 
current direction (counter-ECCD) localized in the vicinity of q=1 surface produces 
destabilizing effect (Fig. 10b). The optimum location for destabilizing influence of counter-
ECCD was found to be the same as in the case of stabilizing effect of co-ECCD. 
 
Optimized profile of jcd(r) for sawtooth control under the conditions of the experiment has 
been found. The strongest co-ECCD effect on sawtooth stability has been observed with 
toroidal angle of power injection in the range 4-8° (Fig. 11). According to calculations by 
Fokker-Plank code OGRAY this range corresponds to the maximum density of the driven 
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Fig. 10.  Sawtooth period (τsaw) vs 
relative shift of plasma column 
across the major radius for a) co-
ECCD b) counter-ECCD c) jcd(r) 
profile calculated by OGRAY code 
(I=230kA, en =1.5*1013cm-3, 
Bt=2.3T, PECH=0.4MW) 
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current in the experiment. Further increase of toroidal angle results in an increase of the total 
driven current, but the density of the driven current decreases and maximum sawtooth period 
falls. It is worth noting that considerable stabilizing effect has been observed with small 
toroidal angles of power injection (1-2)°.  
 
Experiments with opposite directions of the plasma current have been performed in order to 
define the toroidal angle accurately for comparison between effects of EC heating and current 
drive on sawtooth activity. ECCD effect in the range 1-16° of toroidal angles of power 
injection was found to be much stronger than the effect of EC heating alone (in the case of 
zero toroidal angle).  
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Localized ECCD can affect the dynamics of the magnetic shear in the vicinity of q=1 surface 
during a sawtooth that could be expected to have a strong influence on sawtooth stability. 
Thus, this effect has been observed in calculations [29] that use the critical shear criterion 
introduced in Ref. [30]. According to simulations with ASTRA code sawtooth behavior in the 
case of co-ECCD in T-10 experiments has been found to be in a good qualitative agreement 
with the model that uses the critical shear criterion. However, possible two dimensional 
effects concerned with the driven current inside magnetic island cannot be excluded.    

Conclusion 
 
Essential progress has been made in understanding the physics that governs energy 
confinement in plasma with dominant electron heating. Detailed study of plasma turbulence 
allows us to establish links between turbulence properties and transport phenomena observed 
in T-10 plasma. Operating mode of improved confinement obtained by successive deuterium 
pellet injection and electron internal transport barrier formation with ECH during current 
ramp-up have been observed in T-10. ECCD have been proved to be a powerful tool for 
sawtooth control. 
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